
Zoë Walters Bio



Discover Zoë, a beacon of change and a leading global

Transformation Strategist, empowers individuals and

businesses to thrive. With a dynamic career spanning

business leadership roles, including Chief People Officer at

leading media giant Condé Nast International, leading a

$2B global digital transformation project and Global HR

Executive at renowned sports leader Adidas, leading a $4B

Digital Brand Commerce people strategy, and consulting

for Fortune 500 companies. She has advised, transformed

businesses, and led and coached several teams to high-

performance success.

As a catalyst for change and a relentless seeker of wisdom,

Zoë ignites transformative ripples that resonate across

industries and communities. 

Join Zoë on a journey of empowerment where potential

knows no bounds, and together, let's sculpt a future

defined by success and impact.

- Degree in HR Management 

Chartered Fellow CIPD 
  (Chartered Institute of Personnel Development) 

- Transpersonal Psychology + Consciousness MSc

(working toward PhD) 

Liverpool John Moores University
-  Applied Psychology, 

London Met University. UK 

-  Psychology of Human Values, 

Fordham University. NYC

- Certified Coach (ICF) 

- Certified NLP Master Practitioner

 - Time Line Therapist

   - Hypnosis 

about zoë



As a seasoned global Transformation expert, I lead

individuals on an empowering journey towards self-

mastery, breaking through the barriers that once seemed

insurmountable to make the impossible possible. Through

my unyielding dedication and proven methods, I provoke

and inspire trailblazing leaders to unlock their fullest

potential, unleashing a cascade of unlimited opportunities

that ripple with positivity for themselves and those around

them. I am unapologetic in my quest to be a positive force

for change—a catalyst igniting transformation, a pioneer

forging new paths, a tireless student of life, a seeker of

spiritual truths, and a champion of freedom. With an

entrepreneurial spirit and a collaborative approach, I

guide my clients from passivity to action, fostering clarity,

focus, and momentum through inspired steps forward.

When you entrust me as your business strategist,

transformation consultant, or coach, you're not just hiring

a professional; you're enlisting a strategic partner

committed to orchestrating revolutionary and dynamic

change. Together, we achieve results that are not just

impactful but also deeply meaningful and evolutionary. 

what zoë does
    S T R A T E G Y

   C O A C H I N G

E X P E R I E N C E S

...creates strategies tailored to your unique goals and

aspirations, Zoë guides individuals and businesses towards

unparalleled success, unlocking new possibilities and

reshaping futures with precision and purpose.s 

...a coaching virtuoso redefining the art of personal and

professional evolution each coaching session becomes a

canvas for sculpting success, as she unveils hidden talents,

breaks down barriers, and ignites a journey of unparalleled

growth and fulfillment.

...takes you on an odyssey of self-discovery. Zoë is a

visionary who seamlessly merges strategy, coaching, and the

exploration of new lands to craft transformative

experiences. Zoë creates a sacred container for growth,

blending strategic insights with the magic of travel to ignite

profound personal and professional evolution. Through her

innovative approach, every destination becomes a catalyst

for change, empowering you to unearth hidden potentials,

navigate obstacles, and sculpt a life rich with purpose and

possibility.



Let's
Connect

www.zoewalters.com

zoe@zoewalters.com

+44 07771 656496

https://www.instagram.com/zoe.walters
https://www.tiktok.com/@zoe_walters_coach
https://www.facebook.com/hellozoew
https://twitter.com/ZoeNWalters
https://www.linkedin.com/in/zoewalters/
http://www.zoewalters.com/
mailto:zoe@zoewalters.com

